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ABSTRACT
Although a growing number of European governments have
legalized same-sex civil unions (SSU) and same-sex marriage (SSM)
in the past two decades, others have moved in the opposite
direction by stalling partnership legislation or adopting
constitutional amendments defining marriage as a heterosexual
institution. Why do some European countries move forward with
SSU/SSM policies while others do not? Few studies have examined
the effects of party politics on partnership laws and those that do
highlight the positive influence of Left parties. We revisit this
question and suggest that SSU/SSM legalization depends not on
governments’ traditional left/right positioning as commonly
claimed, but on their preferences for ‘traditional’ versus ‘self-
expression’ values. Using event history analysis, we show that
governments favoring postmaterialist, self-expression values are
more likely to legalize SSU/SSM, irrespective of where they are
situated on the conventional left/right spectrum. Along with
suggesting that competition over SSU/SSM has not been
absorbed into the left/right axis, our findings show the
importance of political ideology, and not just social movements or
public opinion, for the advancement of LGBT rights in Europe.
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1. Introduction

The number of European countries with marriage equality or same-sex partnership legis-
lation has increased remarkably in the past ten years.1 So far, scholars have attributed this
rapid progress to a variety of factors, such as changing public opinion about homosexu-
ality, growing secularism, and the rise of LGBT social movements. However, we are scep-
tical that these factors – either alone or together – are sufficient to drive policy change;
rather, what is missing from these narratives is a more extensive investigation of the
role of party politics. Current studies that do take into account party politics situate parti-
san conflict over same-sex partnerships on the conventional left/right political spectrum.
Yet, this overlooks the fact that both conventionally right and left parties across Europe
have supported SSM/SSU legislation. We argue that while SSM/SSUs exist along a partisan
cleavage, they do not fit neatly onto the conventional left/right ideological dimension.
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Instead, whether and when same-sex partnership legislation is adopted largely depends
on the increasingly salient postmaterialist political axis.

Using survival analysis and a large sample of over thirty European countries encompass-
ing both Western and Eastern Europe, we find that socially conservative governments
across both the left and right party spectrum inhibit the passage of legislation recognizing
same-sex relationships. In addition, we find that other socioeconomic factors, such as
levels of economic development or the quality of a country’s democracy, have little expla-
natory weight once we account for a government’s political ideology. By demonstrating
how party politics matter for the purposes of legally-recognized same-sex partnerships,
we fill a crucial gap in a literature that either ignores partisan politics or fails to consider
their effects across both capitalist and post-communist countries.

This paper proceeds in three parts. In the first section, we explain why the conventional
left/right axis is unhelpful for explaining whether and when SSM/SSU policies are adopted.
Next, we show through event history analysis that contestation over SSM/SSUs has not
been integrated into the left/right dimension but remains on a separate, cross-cutting
dimension. It is where governments situate themselves on the post-materialist axis that
affects when both civil unions and marriage equality legislation are passed. Finally, in
section three, we summarize our findings and discuss the implications of our results for
the study of LGBT politics in a time of rising right-wing populism.

2. Post-materialism and same-Sex marriage

Although not widely acknowledged, the legal recognition of same-sex partnerships in
Europe almost always involves some type of parliamentary action. Currently, ten of
twelve countries with SSUs and twelve of thirteen with SSM created such partnerships
through legislative acts.2 Although a citizen’s initiative was necessary for marriage equality
in Finland, the SSM bill required parliamentary approval before coming into effect. 3 Even
in Switzerland and Ireland, which voted to legalize SSUs in 2005 and SSM in 2015 respect-
ively through nationwide referenda, parliamentary approval was necessary to hold the
referenda in the first place.4

The influences of parliaments and elected officials are not entirely absent from the lit-
erature. First, politicians’ simply coming out and occupying positions of leadership can
spur LGBT rights advances (Reynolds, 2013). Iceland legalized SSM in 2010 during the pre-
miership of Johanna Sigurðardóttir, the world’s first openly gay head of government. In
2014, Xavier Bettel, Luxembourg’s first gay prime minister, and Etienne Schneider, the
country’s first gay deputy prime minister, helped usher in marriage equality after assuming
office one year earlier. Second, while public and official attitudes toward LGBT rights can
change when gay or lesbian legislators come out, they are neither always sufficient nor
necessary for SSU/SSM legalization. The sexuality and openness of political elites may
matter little for the purposes of SSM/SSU adoption unless they can garner support from
members of the governing coalition, who may or may not support left-libertarian
values. Ultimately, sympathetic political allies must translate policy ideas into reality (Schu-
lenberg, 2012).

When the scholarly literature includes partisan politics in its analysis, it tends to focus on
the classic left/right divide. Whether at the local or national level, the presence of left-
leaning allies has been demonstrated to positively impact LGBT policy advancements
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(Adam, 2003; Calvo, 2011; Díez, 2015; Fernández & Lutter, 2013; Schulenberg, 2012; Thor-
eson, 2014).5 Yet, it is possible that the left/right cleavage could be masking the impact of
the church-state cleavage. In countries with a church-state cleavage, partisan conflicts can
emerge over morality issues and may occur either between parties or within parliament
(Engeli, Green-Pedersen, & Larsen, 2012; Kersbergen, 2008). This was the case in Portugal
and Spain, where clear cleavages existed between the conservative right-wing forces sup-
ported by the Catholic Church and leftist parties that opposed its influence over national
morality policies (Knill & Preidel, 2014). Spain’s PSOE party not only helped initiate dialo-
gue between domestic LGBT groups, but like Portugal’s Bloco de Esquerda party, was criti-
cal for ushering in greater LGBT rights recognition (Calvo, 2007; Santos, 2012). It is unclear,
however, whether this church-state cleavage holds similar explanatory weight outside
Catholic countries (see Badgett, 2005; Fernández & Lutter, 2013).

As Hurka, Knill, and Rivière (2018) argue, political conflict over morality policies is more
than two-dimensional. Though the authors contend that debates over morality policy in
the ‘secular world’ will occur between parliamentarians rather than parties, we suggest
this cleavage is not reducible to one of ‘left versus right’ (Hurka et al., 2018). Even in
highly secular countries where the institutional role of religion and religious beliefs has
declined, a partisan divide over morality issues will still exist, but it will not be located
on the traditional left/right political spectrum. We argue instead that in highly secular
countries, conflict over morality policy will occur between parties as it had in the past,
though it will be increasingly along the postmaterialist value dimension.

The classic left/right political spectrum is also not a reliable predictor of when LGBT
rights advancements occur. Though his sample is limited to Western European countries,
Hildebrandt (2016) finds that left, liberal, and some Christian democratic parties have sup-
ported SSU/SSM laws (Hildebrandt, 2016). This wide ideological swath of parties that sup-
ported SSUs/SSM suggests the left/right dimension may not be particularly helpful for
understanding the partisan politics of same-sex partnerships. First, despite widespread
perceptions to the contrary, left parties have not always supported LGBT rights. Social
democratic parties have long focused on materialist issues, and the left once believed
identity politics, with its emphasis on the positive recognition of difference, to undermine
solidarity among its working-class voter base and weaken its policy agenda. Additionally,
class has been shown to influence attitudes toward homosexuality. Individuals in econ-
omic distress are less tolerant of homosexuality than those who are not, and working-
class persons are generally the least tolerant overall (Andersen & Fetner, 2008a). In
Sweden, Germany, the US, and the UK, class effects on individual attitudes toward homo-
sexuality hold even when controlling for education level (Svallfors, 2006). Consequently,
left parties may be reluctant to adopt new policy stances that might otherwise alienate
their established, working class voter base.

Second, the positions that right-leaning governments will take on LGBT rights is also
indeterminate. Right-wing parties’ free market ideology emphasizes governmental non-
intervention into the economic realm and stresses that the most efficient, optimal out-
comes result from voluntary exchanges. Right-leaning, non-confessional parties found in
non-Catholic countries may bring their laissez faire economic philosophy to bear on
non-economic issues as well. Following classical liberalism, they may promote policies
intended to maximize individual freedoms across all spheres, including morality policies,
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which involve adjudicating between competing private values and first principles (Knill,
2013; Mooney, 1999).

Even more, it is unclear whether the left/right political spectrum will be able to explain
Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries’ overwhelming rejection of partnership laws
(Hildebrandt, 2016). Opposition to SSUs/SSM in CEE countries is primarily ascribed to
aggregate national-level characteristics, such as historical experience, norms, or national
identity. For example, opposition to LGBT rights in post-communist countries has been
attributed to lingering Soviet norms that perceived homosexuality as a Western deca-
dence (Janos, 2001), the greater role of religion in CEE national politics and society (Grzy-
mała-Busse, 2015), and the fusion of nationalism and religion that views LGBT rights as a
threat to national identity (Ayoub, 2014). For example, although Ayoub suggests that
many Poles broadly reject LGBT rights because they perceive them as ‘European’ and,
therefore, alien to Polish national identity, he risks overgeneralizing about the levels of
opposition to LGBT rights in Polish society and politics. While leftist Polish parties intro-
duced SSU legislation in 2004, it was rejected by a coalition of right-wing parties. Further-
more, the strong nationalist sentiment contributing to opposition to LGBT rights is
concentrated among Poland’s extreme right-wing populist parties (Ayoub, 2016). Similarly,
after the Hungarian Constitutional Court ruled that the country’s SSU law was unconstitu-
tional in 2008, the Hungarian Socialist Party and Alliance of Free Democrats passed new
legislation in 2009 over the objections of the right-wing populist Fidesz and Christian
Democratic parties. In short, party politics play just as much a role in the fight over
LGBT equality in post-communist countries as it does in capitalist ones, although the sal-
iency of SSM as a political issue may vary across the two regions given different levels of
modernization and historical contexts.

2.1. Post materialism and the party politics of gay rights

Since the New Social Movements of the 1960s and 1970s, political conflict has shifted
toward issues of personal identity (including race, ethnicity, gender, or sexual orientation),
cosmopolitanism, and multiculturalism. The New Left believed that the state must not just
positively recognize new forms of political identification, but also reform existing insti-
tutional and legal practices to address demands for social equality based on ascriptive
identity rather than class or confession. In response to the New Left, right-wing populist
counter-movements emerged as champions of an alternative, conservative societal
vision characterized by ‘differential nativism’ and ‘cultural differentialism’ (Betz &
Johnson, 2004). As a backlash against left-libertarianism, the ‘New Right,’ or extreme
right-wing populism, seeks to protect or restore ‘traditional’ social values while rejecting
internationalism and multiculturalism.

As a result, a new political divide that bypasses pure economic issues and centres
around cultural ones emerged (Kitschelt, 1994). Multiple terms are used to label this
dimension, ranging from ‘left-libertarian/right-authoritarian’ (Kitschelt, 1994), ‘social left/
right,’ (Bakker et al., 2012), ‘green-alternative-libertarian/traditional-authoritarian-national-
ist (GAL/TAN)’ (Hooghe, Marks, & Wilson, 2002) to ‘libertarian-universalistic/traditionalist-
communitarian’ (Bornschier, 2010). Analyses of party manifestos (M. J. Budge, Klingemann,
Volkens, Bara, & Tanenbaum, 2001; Gabel & Huber, 2000; Albright, 2010; Gabel & Hix, 2002;
Klingemann, 2006; Stoll, 2010), expert surveys on party positioning (Benoit & Laver, 2006;
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Hunt & Laver, 1992), and studies of public opinion over time (Stimson, Thiébaut, & Tiberj,
2012) all confirm this new dimension not just exists but is politically salient. On issues such
as environmental protection, European integration, immigration, and gender equality, the
postmaterialist ideological scale has been demonstrated to structure parties’ positions
better than the left/right one (Caul, 1999; Hooghe et al., 2002; Kriesi et al., 2006).

Like other ‘morality policies’ (Budde, Heichel, Hurka, & Knill, 2017), the politics of SSM/
SSU legalization is best understood as structured around this cleavage rather than the
classic right/left one. In the literature, we observe that attitudes toward morality policies,
or those characterized by ‘conflicts over first principles, typically entailing clashes of
values,’ often map onto the postmaterialist/materialist divide (Inglehart & Appel, 1989;
Knill, 2013; Mooney, 1999). Not only are postmaterialists more accepting of abortion,
divorce, and non-traditional gender roles, they also display more permissive attitudes
toward homosexuality (Inglehart & Appel, 1989). Empirically, Inglehart and Norris find
that ‘post-industrial societies have experienced a parallel liberalization of moral values
regarding sexuality among the younger generation,’ a shift that has produced greater
public acceptance of homosexuality (Inglehart & Norris, 2003).

Though opinions of homosexuality and SSM/SSUs are conceptually and empirically
divergent from each other, post-materialism’s influence on attitudes toward homosexu-
ality is likely to apply to support for marriage equality. In policy debates, we often see
same-sex partnerships framed as either a matter of universal human rights – a key com-
ponent of left-libertarian thinking – or as affronts to ‘Christian’ morality. Mirroring the reli-
gion versus secularism divide of the GAL/TAN dimension, beliefs about whether the
Church should be absent from national policy discussions is reflected in the split
between those who reject same-sex partnerships on the basis of their religious beliefs
and those who support them as a matter of liberal-secular values. Additionally, same-
sex partnerships challenge not only heteronormative conceptions of marriage, family,
and child-bearing, but also traditional notions of femininity and masculinity. Even for
those who are not religiously observant, the rhetoric of ‘traditional family values’ still
holds weight; while such persons may not reject SSM/SSU on religious grounds, they
may do so based on their desire to maintain traditional social arrangements and gender
roles. This additional split between individuals who wish to uphold traditional practices
and those who are accepting of social change reflects the GAL/TAN axis’ traditionalism
versus progressivism divide.

Yet, other research suggests that the classic left/right political spectrum remains rel-
evant even for controversial social issues like SSM/SSUs. Past works argue that the tra-
ditional left/right axis is particularly capable of adapting to the emergence of new
issues and the decline of old ones (Inglehart, 1997). For instance, Knutsen argues that
environmental policy will become more closely integrated with, rather than sit outside
of, traditional notions of left/right over time (Knutsen, 1997). If this holds true, then we
expect party positions on SSM/SSUs to also assimilate into a single left/right dimension
in the long run.

First, by simply disaggregating the ideological scores of governments in power, we see
that government positions on the post-materialism political axis better explains when
such legislation is adopted than the classic left/right materialist scale. Table 1 lists govern-
ments’ ideological scores, divided along two dimensions –materialist (state versus market,
or economic left/right) and postmaterialist (liberty versus authority, or GAL/TAN) – at the
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time of SSM’s legalization or ban. While the ‘state versus market’ or conventional left/right
axis is intended to capture governments’ attitudes toward marketplace intervention, the
‘liberty versus authority’ or GAL/TAN axis reflects their preferences for either greater indi-
vidual liberty and cosmopolitan values or traditional authority and conservative values
(Benoit & Laver, 2006; Hooghe et al., 2010).6 When a party does not govern alone, we con-
structed overall government scores by weighing each party’s ideology score by the
number of seats it held in government.

We see ten of thirteen governments that presided over SSM legalization held values less
than four, or the median, on the GAL/TAN axis. Moreover, the ideological average on the
GAL/TAN axis for governments that approved SSM is also lower than either their aggregate
ideology score or their economic left/right score. In contrast to the GAL/TAN axis where
averages tend to cluster more tightly, we observe a much wider range of scores (from
2.66 in Norway to 7.62 in Sweden) on the state/market dimension. This suggests that gov-
ernments can hold a wide range of positions on economic issues, but if they are sufficiently
progressive on social ones, they may facilitate SSM legalization. Conversely, consider the
GAL/TAN positions of governments that amended their national constitutions to prohibit
SSM. In most cases, bans were enacted by former communist parties when their consti-
tutions were first drafted. Otherwise, governments that imposed constitutional prohibi-
tions afterward tend to score considerably higher on the GAL/TAN dimension.

Table 1. The partianship of SSUs/SSM.

Country Governing parties Liberty vs. tradition
State v.
market

Same-sex marriage permitted
Belgium VLD, PS, PRL, SP,

Ecolo, Agalev
3.12 4.16

Denmark Sd, RV, SF 3.75 4.03
Finland* KOK, SSDP,

RKP–SFP, KD
6.97 5.72

France PS, EELV, PRG 2.90 3.30
Iceland Sam, Graen 1.28 3.12
Ireland** FG, Lab 4.91 5.24
Luxembourg DP, LSAP, Greng 1.80 4.89
Netherlands PvdA, VVD, D66 3.46 5.61
Norway DNA, SV, Sp 2.89 2.66
Portugal PS 3.54 4.27
Spain PSOE 3.04 4.01
Sweden MSP, C, FP, Kd 5.62 7.62
England & Wales C, LD 3.26 4.03

Mean 3.65 4.75
Constitutional bans on same-sex marriage
Bulgaria 1st Constitution
Croatia SPH, HNS, IDS Citizens’ Referendum
Hungary Fidesz, KDNP 7.64 3.75
Latvia JL, TP, ZZS, LPP 6.29 6.96
Lithuania 1st Constitution
Moldova 1st Constitution
Montenegro 1st Constitution
Poland SLD, PSL 3.91 3.43
Slovakia Smer 3.65 3.51
Serbia 1st Constitution
Ukraine 1st Constitution

*After Citizens’ Initiative, **By Referendum.
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Government cabinets’ GAL/TAN scores at the time of SSM legalization also exhibit a
fairly wide range from a low of 1.28 in Iceland to highs of 3.26 in the United Kingdom,
4.91 in Ireland, 5.62 in Sweden, and 6.97 in Finland. Here, country-specific conditions
may have allowed marriage equality activists to side-line protests from culturally conser-
vative governments. By putting the question of SSM legalization to the electorate for a
direct vote, national referenda in Ireland and Finland, for example, allowed LGBT advo-
cates to bypass conservative opposition in parliament. Meanwhile, in the UK, the ground-
work for SSM was laid down several years before the Conservative Party came to power in
coalition with the Liberal Democrats in 2010. The Liberal Democrats (as well as Liberal
Democrat MP and then-Equalities Minister Lynne Featherstone) may have pushed the
SSM issue further along than the Conservatives had wished, especially given strong oppo-
sition by Conservative peers in the House of Lords. In Sweden, the legalization of SSM
under a conservative government could be attributed to the impact of the ‘Nordic
domino effect,’ whereby LGBT rights advancements in one Nordic state are quickly emu-
lated in others (Kollman, 2013). In short, though the ‘threshold’ of leftist post-materialism
values that is necessary (if at all) for SSM/SSU adoption remains an open question, party
positions on the post-materialism dimension appear to be more analytically important
than their stance on the classic left/right one.

3. Alternative explanations

3.1. Secularization

Government attitudes can be symptomatic of broader changes in social attitudes. Ingle-
hart’s post-materialism thesis suggests rises in respect for individualism, self-expression,
and personal liberties as societies move away from conditions of material scarcity (Ingle-
hart, 2008). As societies become wealthier and immediate economic concerns are satisfied,
values change to emphasize social identity. However, this shift from traditional to secular
values will be conditioned by countries’ religious and historic heritage (Inglehart & Welzel,
2005). Fernández and Lutter (2013) find a positive correlation between the legalization of
SSUs in Europe and socioeconomic development, a proxy for secularized value orien-
tations (Fernández & Lutter, 2013). In Ireland, the legalization of SSM in 2015 is often attrib-
uted to secularization. Weekly mass attendance declined in Ireland from 91per cent in
1972 to 35per cent in 2012, while favourable attitudes toward SSM increased from a
low of 25 per cent in 1988 to 80per cent in 2015 (European Commission, 2015; Ganiel,
2016; ISSP Research Group, n.d.). Perhaps in response to these shifts in Ireland, the Catholic
Church decided against leading the ‘No’ campaign and was only modestly involved in the
2015 referendum. Moreover, present opposition to SSM/SSUs by left parties in CEE
countries may be due to their lower levels of socioeconomic development in which post-
materialist values have not become more widely shared.

Yet, while higher levels of secularism in society will increase the rate at which SSM/SSUs
are legalized, it can also trigger a political backlash by right-wing populist parties (Ignazi,
1992, 2003). As the ‘same process which fostered the leftward post-material value set
[have also] mobilized the rightward “non-material,”’ traditionalist value set, modernization
may not lead to secularization, but the reinforcement of traditional values among seg-
ments of the population (Ignazi, 2003).
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3.2. Religious values and religion

Cultural attitudes can also influence LGBT rights policies independent of socioeconomic
change and modernization (Knill & Preidel, 2014; Kollman, 2007; Oppenheimer, Oliveira,
& Blumenthal, 2014). Highly modern countries, such as the United States, may still have
very religious publics. In such cases, it is not modernization but the level of religiosity or
the nature of the faith itself that can affect support for SSM/SSUs (Oppenheimer et al.,
2014). On this issue, Kollman (2007) speculates that high levels of religiosity render
countries less receptive to the narrative of same-sex unions as solely a human rights
issue, which negates the impact of an issue re-framing she argues has been instrumental
to LGBT activists’ recent successes (Kollman, 2007).

In addition to levels of religiosity, the dominant religious faith can also affect the like-
lihood of SSM/SSU legalization. Protestant and mixed Christian countries are more likely
to enact liberalizing reforms than predominantly Catholic or Orthodox countries
(Kollman, 2007). It is unclear, however, whether the effects of a country’s dominant
faith are a function of the faith-system itself, its system of beliefs, or the faith-
system’s institutional power (e.g. the Catholic Church holds influence over moral
issues in a way that Protestant Churches, supposedly, do not in countries where there
is a national church). In the case of Catholic countries, changes in morality policy are
not only conditioned by the level of Catholicism within a community, but also by
whether a political cleavage divides society between supporters and opponents of
the Catholic Church (Engeli, Green-Pedersen, & Larsen, 2013; Knill & Preidel, 2014). As
we witnessed in predominantly Catholic Italy in 2016, a left-leaning government can
usher in the recognition of same-sex partnerships even against the backdrop of strin-
gent Church opposition (Knill, Preidel, & Nebel, 2014). Given the historical and continued
political significance of the Catholic Church, we only consider its influence as a faith-
based institution. However, as the number of followers of Christian evangelicalism con-
tinues to increase across Europe, their influence and the influence of other forms of Pro-
testantism should be examined.

3.3. Legislative record

Political momentum for SSM/SSUs is likely to increase as more LGBT-friendly legislation is
passed. In this way, existing legislation can serve as an impetus for additional advances
through processes of path dependency and increasing returns. Just as changing norms
can affect government morality policy, legal change can engender normative change in
society. Ayoub (2016) shows how increased visibility engenders ‘interactions between
movements and states that empower people, mobilizing actors to demand change, influ-
encing the spread of new legal standards, and weaving new norms into the fabrics of
societies,’ in ways that positively influence legislation protecting sexual minorities
(Ayoub, 2016). Yet, this process is not unidirectional. Additional legislation in narrow
policy areas, such as the repeal of anti-sodomy laws or the passage of anti-discrimination
measures in employment, improves LGBT individuals’ sense of safety and security, which
then impacts their decisions to become more visible. In turn, the organizational and nor-
mative power of sexual minorities increase, social attitudes change even further, and
additional legislation improving the social and legal conditions of the LGBT community
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advances. Thus, we expect that countries with more pro-LGBT legislation to be more likely
to adopt SSM/SSUs legislation.

3.4. Norm diffusion

Finally, the passage of SSM/SSU legislation in a neighbouring country can positively influ-
ence the chances of its legalization elsewhere (Ayoub, 2016). SSM/SSU legalization in one
country increases the visibility of equality norms, bolstering LGBT activists in other
countries while simultaneously pressuring countries without SSM/SSUs to follow suit.
Additionally, countries without SSM/SSUs can become caught in a ‘rhetorical trap,’
whereby their status as ‘modern’ and ‘liberal’ or ‘European’ depends on their extension
of extensive rights to the LGBT community. The EU itself has also deployed its normative
pressures, often through the European Court of Justice, to advance LGBT rights in
countries where protections were low or non-existent (van der Vleuten, 2014).

4. Quantitative analysis

We model SSU/SSM legalization using survival analysis, which examines the processes
contributing to the ‘risk’ of an occurrence (SSM/SSU legalization) over a specific interval
of time (a year) over a set of subjects (countries). Since typical regression techniques
assess the association between two factors and say little about the probability of subjects
transitioning entirely from one state to another, survival analysis goes beyond correlation
by estimating the causal effect of covariates (Blossfeld & Rohwer, 2001). Risk is represented
by the hazard ratio, or the probability an event will occur after a country receives some
treatment compared to a country that has not received treatment.

We chose to model SSU/SSM legalization separately, and expect where parties lie on
the GAL/TAN spectrum to affect policy adoption for both partnership types. However,
having SSUs already in place can have its own independent effect on SSM legalization.
By building political momentum and changing social attitudes toward LGBT-identifying
persons as well as non-heterosexual relationships, SSUs may function as an important
step toward SSM legalization. Since the formal legal rights provided to couples in civil
unions and marriages – relating to inheritance, medical visitation, and parental rights –
are not significantly different, it follows that the transition from one relationship category
to the other should not be politically contentious. Yet, since Kees Waaldijk coined the
phrase back in 1994, this linear ‘standard sequence’ of LGBT rights recognition has been
challenged qualitatively and quantitatively (Ayoub, 2015; Paternotte, 2015; Waaldijk,
1994, 2000). Indeed, empirical evidence appears mixed: in the thirteen European countries
with SSM, only seven recognized some form of civil partnership prior to SSM legalization.7

Moreover, existing partnership legislation seems neither a sufficient condition for SSM
approval (given those states that recognize SSUs but have yet to achieve marriage equal-
ity) nor a necessary one (as evidenced by Portugal’s 2010 legalization of SSM despite no
prior recognition of SSUs).

Under certain conditions, SSUs may even hinder SSM recognition. When a country is an
early adopter of SSUs, it is relatively slower in granting full recognition through SSM (Pet-
tinicchio, 2012). By offering same-sex couples with partnership rights equivalent or near
equivalent to those found in civil marriage through an ‘all-but-married policy,’
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governments may close (or at least, postpone) the possibility of legalizing SSM (Pettinic-
chio, 2012; Wintemute, 2007). Conservative governments also hold incentives to recognize
SSUs, which further hints at a crucial qualitative difference between SSM and SSUs. While
some countries may have recognized SSUs because they fit within the liberal democratic/
human rights discursive framework of equal treatment, opening up civil marriages to non-
heterosexual couples is more politically wrought. In many societies, a strong majority
believe that marriage should be restricted to heterosexual individuals who are assumed
to be in long-term, sexually monogamous relationships, with the implicit understanding
that marriage’s purpose is procreation, whether actually practiced or not. As a conse-
quence, some may perceive SSM as undermining traditionalist and symbolic notions of
marriage. In the Irish case, marriage’s heteronormative underpinnings account for why
socially conservative forces like the Catholic Church, religious organizations, and centre-
right parties opposed the conversion of SSUs into marriage more vociferously than
when SSUs were first introduced.

Our sample includes 34 countries across Europe with a ‘time at-risk,’ or period of study,
beginning in 1970 when the SSU activist movement first began to emerge in Europe. For
SSM, we chose 1990 as our starting time since it is one year after Denmark legalized SSUs, a
move that served as a catalyst for further legal recognition of same-sex couples across
Europe (Kollman, 2013). The ideological scores of the incumbent governments are con-
structed by weighing individual party scores by the number of seats it held in government.
Since our unit of analysis is country-year and multiple cabinets may occur within one year,
we calculate the average position of the government by weighing each cabinet’s score by
its number of months in office.8 We acknowledge the resulting value may not perfectly
reflect the ideological composition of the cabinet at the time of SSM/SSU legalization.
While this method sacrifices some accuracy, we believe it does not lead to overestimations
or underestimations significantly affecting our conclusions. First, the presence of multiple
cabinets within one year is fairly uncommon. Second, it is unlikely that legislation as con-
troversial as SSM/SSUs is adopted within the first six months a government enters office or
shortly before it leaves office.

One possible problem with our using these values is that political parties’ support for
SSUs/SSM could have already been factored into their GAL/TAN scores. So, if political
parties that endorse SSUs/SSM in their policy platforms are the same that pass partnership
legislation, our argument could become tautological. First, although parties may be sym-
pathetic toward SSUs/SSM, they may not be able to implement such policies once in
power since SSUs/SSM are not always salient issues or legislative priorities. Rather, their
inclusion in the party manifesto may be merely an effort to satisfy an important constitu-
ency within the party. Second, while GAL/TAN scores provide a helpful snapshot of a
party’s general policy orientation, they do not capture ideological variations among policy-
makers of that party. With SSM/SSUs, the extent of intra-governmental contestation over
the issue will likely influence parties’ ability to pursue legalization. Even though a party
with weakly favourable but unanimous attitudes toward SSM/SSUs and another party in
the government with highly polarized attitudes may be judged by experts to have
similar GAL/TAN scores, the former might be better positioned to legalize SSM/SSUs
than the latter. Though parties may be GAL-leaning, we should not expect those attitudes
to translate automatically into policy, since political parties may prioritize other policy
issues over SSUs/SSM once in office.
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The aggregate number of pro-LGBT legislation is drawn from Waaldijk (1994) and ILGA-
Europe reports (Waaldijk, 1994). Socioeconomic development is measured by GDP per
capita in current USD.9 To measure religiosity, we draw on World Values and European
Values Surveys reporting the percentage of the population who believe religion is impor-
tant in their lives.10 We measure the dominant faith of a country according to the percen-
tage of the population identifying as Catholic and Orthodox.11 Previous studies have relied
on dummy variables to represent a country’s dominant faith (Andersen & Fetner, 2008b;
Finke & Adamczyk, 2016). However, this measure does not distinguish between how
church-state relations and how religious values associated with particular faiths affect part-
nership legislation. For now, we choose to focus on the role specific values based on type
of religious confession play and save the role of church-state relations for further research.
Finally, as many countries in our sample were non-democracies before the 1970s, we
include a measure for the quality of democracy.12

4.1. Results

Between 1970 and 2016, SSUs have an overall incidence rate of 1.96per cent and a hazard
rate that increases from 0.02 in the early 1980s to 0.12 by 2016. By 2000, eight European
countries had some form of SSUs, and 28 states or regional governments had adopted
them by 2016. Between 1990 and 2016, SSM has an even lower incidence rate of 0.15.
From 2000 to 2008, the pace of SSM legalization gradually increased with the addition
of three new countries, before accelerating significantly with six countries from 2009 to
2013, three in 2014, and one more in 2015.

Table 2 presents the hazard ratios for each covariate based on a Weibull regression
model for both SSUs and SSM.13 Here, Model 1 assesses how partisan politics and other
broader socioeconomic factors affect the timing of SSU legalization. If only the aggregate
ideological position of governments (that is, the average of their economic left/right and
GAL/TAN positions) is considered, there is no detectable partisan effect on SSU policy.
Meanwhile, higher levels of socioeconomic development delay the adoption of SSUs,
although this effect is extraordinary small. As the number of pro-LGBT legislation increases,
the chances that SSU legislation is introduced decrease, which runs counter to our expec-
tations that pro-LGBT legislation creates momentum for SSUs. These results could indicate
that as the number of pro-LGBT laws rises, the effect of a government’s ideological pos-
ition decreases.

In Model 2, we separate governments’ aggregate ideological positions into the econ-
omic left/right and GAL/TAN dimensions. We see that the left/right axis fails to reach stat-
istical significance, which supports our claim that party competition over SSUs has not
become integrated into the left/right dimension. Instead, more socially conservative gov-
ernments reduce the rate of SSU adoption by 58per cent. To recall, in 1989, it was not just
the traditionally conservative Christian Democrats and the Christian People’s Party, but
also the right-wing populist Danish People’s Party, that opposed Denmark’s pioneering
SSU bill. This, again, supports the idea that the post-materialism dimension is a more
important determinant of SSU/SSM legalization specifically and of LGBT rights legislation
generally than the left/right axis. However, the effect of socially conservative governments
also decreases over time. This declining rate could indicate that states ‘learn’ from other
states and decide to legalize SSUs irrespective of ideological orientation. Or, it may be
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that SSUs have become embedded within the human rights discourse such that socially
conservative governments find it increasingly difficult to reject this framing in order to
stall SSU legislation. In Italy, we observed how difficult SSU legalization can be when pos-
itions on the GAL/TAN scale vary across and within political parties. In June 2016, as the last
Western European country to do so, Italy approved SSUs only once provisions granting
step-parent adoption rights and recognition of adoptions through surrogacy performed
outside Italy were removed at the insistence of conservative members of the governing
Democratic Party and the 5 Star Movement.14 Even though the two parties share similar
positions on the left, it was the stances of individual parliamentarians that threatened
to scuttle the legislation.

Models 3 and 4 consider the effect these covariates have on when same-sex marriage is
approved. As was the case with SSUs, we observe in Model 3 that governments’ aggregate
ideological position does not impact the rate of SSM legalization. Rather, as Model 4 makes
clear, it is the partisan nature of governments along the postmaterialist dimension that
explains SSM policy adoption. Not only do governments further to the right on the
GAL/TAN spectrum reduce the incidence of SSM by almost 76per cent, but the rate at
which they do so now becomes an increasing function. First, this implies that governments
further to the right on the postmaterialist spectrum are increasingly reluctant to grant full
marriage equality. Second, it also serves as an indicator that marriage equality (and the
GAL/TAN axis in general) is becoming an increasingly salient feature of national politics.
As the electorate becomes more divided along social issues like SSM, parties have an
incentive to align themselves firmly on one side or the other. As Ayoub (2016) notes, Ire-
land’s successful referendum legalizing SSM increased political pressure in Germany and
Italy to pass SSM legislation (Ayoub, 2016). Yet, changing attitudes toward homosexuality,
public support for marriage equality, and increasing numbers of pro-LGBT legislation were
not sufficient for SSM legalization in Germany until Chancellor Merkel allowed for an open
vote in order to defuse SSM as a political issue when postmaterialist issues were increas-
ingly at the centre of the national election.

Additionally, we find that the prior existence of SSUs has no statistically significant
effect on SSM legalization, which suggests that SSUs do not prime governments to recog-
nize SSM. Instead, governments’ decisions to legalize SSUs or grant other forms of partner-
ship recognition may largely be to reduce political pressures for SSM. By granting
additional partnership recognition, parties may temporarily address the demands of a
narrow constituency while retaining a cisgender/heterosexual definition of marriage
that continues to enjoy majority public support. Switzerland, for instance, legalized SSUs
in 2005 through a national referendum but have yet to achieve marriage equality. Even
in light of recent SSM successes in neighbouring Germany and Austria, similar legislation
in Switzerland has failed to come up for a plenary vote due to opposition from conserva-
tive-leaning parties.

As expected, a legislative record of LGBT-friendly policies improves the likelihood of
SSM legalization by approximately 60per cent. However, we see little evidence that the
passage of SSM in some countries accelerates the process in others. One possible expla-
nation is a ‘winnowing-out’ effect: since countries more likely to adopt SSM policies
have already done so, they have narrowed the field of countries that could potentially
legalize SSM to those dominated by powerful external forces (such as national churches),
socially conservative governments, and religious publics.
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We test the robustness of these results in several ways. First, we created dummy vari-
ables for the overall partisanship of the government in power, which are categorized as
Left, Centre or Right.15 These dummy variables capture whether it is the overall partisan
orientation of the cabinet and not specifically their positions on postmaterialist issues
that improves the likelihood of SSM/SSU legalization. We control for whether the govern-
ment is right-wing overall because it was the dominant ideological orientation in both
periods under study (70per cent between 1970 and 2016). When we control for right-
wing governments in the SSU model, the GAL/TAN variable remains in the predicted direc-
tion and is statistically significant. When we control for right-wing governments in the SSM
model, GAL/TAN also remains significant. Interestingly, right-wing governments on the
materialist ideological scale also increase the likelihood SSUs are adopted by approxi-
mately 73per cent. This suggests that libertarian governments can usher in SSM not just
in Western Europe as Hildebrandt determined, but also in CEE countries (Hildebrandt,
2016). Additionally, as societies have SSU laws in place for longer periods of time, the
pace at which SSM is adopted increases by about 40per cent. In these models, pro-
LGBT laws also accelerate the rate at which SSU/SSM laws are passed, again demonstrating
how disaggregating the ideological score of the incumbent government increases our
understanding of the political process.

But, are these results driven by CEE governments’ higher scores on the GAL/TAN spec-
trum? Between 1970 and 2016, the mean values on this ideological scale for governments
in both Western and CEE countries is approximately 5.0. However, for left parties that are
part of the coalition government, the correlation between left-wing values on both ideo-
logical axes is stronger in Western Europe than in CEE countries (r2 = 0.59 and r2=0.34,
respectively). This implies left parties in CEE countries are less likely to favour socially pro-
gressive issues, which tempers optimism that left governments in post-communist
countries may also increase the likelihood of SSM legislation. In the case of SSUs, excluding
CEE countries reduces the role of the postmaterialist dimension, while pro-LGBT laws and
socio-economic development increase the rate at which SSU laws are introduced. Yet, in
the case of SSM, excluding CEE countries from the sample produces a statistically signifi-
cant hazard rate similar to when they are included – higher values reduce the rate of SSM
legalization by 75per cent. This is partly unsurprising because no CEE country, with the
exception of Slovenia in 2017, has adopted marriage equality legislation.

5. Conclusion

By examining how partisanship affects the adoption of SSUs and SSM, we find not only
additional support for Budde, Knill, Fernández-i-Marín, and Preidel’s (2018) claim that par-
tisan politics matter for morality issues, but also that the postmaterialist dimension of par-
tisanship is the most relevant indicator. Additionally, we show that party contestation over
SSUs/SSM has not been assimilated into but remains politically distinct from the traditional
left/right dimension. Due to data limitations, we unfortunately cannot show how the pos-
itions of these parties and governments have changed over time. Further research is
needed to trace how attitudes and policy manifestos changed over time and the extent
to which social movements, changing social values, or the greater visibility generated
by elites ‘coming out’ account for those shifts.
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Our findings also speak to the recent surge in support for right-wing populism across
Europe. Though right-wing populist (RWP) parties are often treated as part of the backlash
against LGBT equality in Europe, this interpretation ignores the variation in positions to
gay rights that parties within this family adopt. RWP parties in Central and Eastern
Europe continue to view LGBT rights as another item on the policy agenda of elites, inter-
national institutions, and foreigners who are attempting to undermine national sover-
eignty and the traditional values of the ‘people.’ Yet, RWP parties in Western Europe,
such as those in the Netherlands and Scandinavia, are increasingly supportive of LGBT
rights.

Levels of religiosity, attitudinal shifts, and the institutional presence of the Catholic
Church cannot explain these contrasting positions on LGBT rights. Instead, this divide
among RWP parties emerges the longer SSM remains in place. After its legalization, SSM
becomes more difficult to repeal over time and often produces additional laws that sup-
plement the drive toward full equality.16 RWP parties in these countries, now perceiving
opposition to SSM as a fruitless strategy, will attempt to enhance their electoral attractive-
ness by incorporating gays and lesbians into the rhetorical ‘nation’ in need of protection. In
their efforts to do so, RWP parties re-frame themselves as the ‘true’ defenders of the LGBT
community from external ‘threats’ (namely, Islam and immigrants from non-European
countries). Whether they, in turn, can garner support from the LGBT community is a
subject for additional research.

Notes

1. Countries with SSM include Austria (starting in 2019), Belgium (2003), Denmark (2012),
England (2014), Finland (2017), France (2013), Germany (2017), Iceland (2010), Ireland
(2015), Luxembourg (2015), Malta (2017), the Netherlands (2011), Norway (2009), Portugal
(2010), Scotland (2014), Spain (2005), Sweden (2009), and Wales (2014). Countries with
SSUs, defined as legally recognized same-sex partnerships with rights equivalent or near
equivalent to those in civil marriages, include Andorra (2014), Croatia (2014), the Czech Repub-
lic (2006), Cyprus (2015), Greece (2015), Hungary (2009), Italy (2016), Liechtenstein (2011), Slo-
venia (2006), and Switzerland (2007). Since 2016, Estonia also recognizes same-sex marriages
performed abroad.

2. We exclude Scotland, Greenland, and other subnational entities from our analysis due to data
limitations.

3. Article 46 of the Irish Constitution stipulates that all proposed constitutional amendments
must be approved by a national referendum, but only if the government consents to
holding one. In Switzerland, voters chose to legalize SSUs after the conservative Federal
Democratic Union forced a referendum in the wake of a successful partnership bill in the
National Council.

4. In 2013, the Finnish Legal Affairs Committee recommended against the proposed SSM bill,
which effectively prevented the law from reaching the full parliament for a vote (where it
would likely have passed). In response, a citizens’ initiative compelled both the parliamentary
committee and full parliament to reconsider the SSM bill, which not only passed through the
parliamentary committee but was ultimately approved in the Eduskunta by a wide margin.

5. The effects of party politics have also been documented in Latin America. Differentiating
between the moderate left and the contestatory left, Schulenberg (2012) finds that both
are generally supportive of LGBT policies, though the latter is more gay-friendly than the
former. Center-right parties may also adopt pro-LGBT stances in order to pull progressive
voters away from center-left and left parties (Corrales, 2015).
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6. Scores range from the furthest on the left of 1 to the highest on the right of 10. Higher scores
on the economic left/right spectrum indicate greater support for the free market and less state
intervention in the economy, while higher scores on the GAL/TAN scale indicate more cultu-
rally conservative stances (Döring & Manow, 2016).

7. The legal status and rights (relating to adoption, inheritance, and social benefits) afforded to
same-sex couples vary significantly across countries and according to the type of legally-
recognized relationship.

8. Overall left/right ideological scores include a party’s positions on European integration. We
exclude this separate ideological spectrum from our analysis.

9. Data available at http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD accessed August 26,
2016.

10. We kindly thank Jason Jordan for providing the merged data set. The full data are available at
http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/wvs.jsp For many years in our sample, there is no data
available. Excluding this variable significantly reduces the number of cases available for analy-
sis. As a remedy, we calculated the sum of the percentage of the population that reported that
‘religion was every important in their life’ or ‘rather important in their life’ for each country,
averaged the results for the years available, and extrapolated that figure across time for
each country. While this increases the efficiency of our estimates, it risks introducing bias.
However, we assert this risk is low given that levels of religiosity change little over the
period of time covered by this study.

11. All religion data is collected by averaging the number of people who reported belonging to
either faith across multiple WVS and EVS surveys.

12. Quality of democracy scores are based Freedom House’s ‘Freedom in the World’ Data, 1973–
2016. Countries are coded according to the quality of civil and political liberties, with 1 being
the ‘most free’ and 7 being the least free. We calculated the inverse sum of these two
measures to measure the quality of democracy in a country in a given year. Data available
at: https://acrowinghen.com/data/

13. The Weibull specification provides efficient coefficient estimates for monotonic functions
(Allison, 1984).

14. ‘Latest setbacks facing Italy’s same-sex couples due to politicians, not church,’ Stephanie Kirch-
gaessner, The Guardian (UK), February 19, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/
feb/19/italian-same-sex-couples-face-setbacks-in-fight-for-equal-marriage-rights accessed
August 9, 2016.

15. Cabinets with ideological position values less than 4.0 were classified as Left, between 4.0 and
5.0 were considered Centre, and greater than 5.0 were classified as Right.

16. California’s adoption of Proposition 8 in 2008 and Bermuda’s renewed SSM ban in December
2017 are clear exceptions.
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